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Taking something to be true is an occurrence
in our understanding that may rest on objective
grounds, but that also requires subjective causes
in the mind of him who judges.
I. Kant 2

The first quarter of the 19 st century, the
heyday Hoffmann’s work, was not favorable for a sober Kantian methodology of
scientific knowledge, grounded in an empirical basis. Society seemed entranced with
Schelling’s ideas of universal animatedness
of nature. Spiritualization of gravitational
forces existing in nature, the forces of
"chemical affinity," the mystery of the interaction of the magnetic and electric forces
incited public consciousness on the mystical
and pantheistic tone. And it was certainly
not only about Schelling: this is the spirit of
the Romantic Age. His famous essay "On
the world soul. The hypothesis of supreme
physics to explain the universal body... " 9
may, perhaps, be regarded as a much more
reasonable than, for example, no less known
at the time work of Joseph Görres "Aphorisms on art as an introduction to the subsequent aphorisms about organonomics,
physics, psychology and anthropology" 2.
In any case, Schelling was much less speculative; his thought was more closely connected with science, and preoccupied with
reflection on its problems. His following
reasoning can serve as a good example:
"When I claim the materiality of the light,
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I do not exclude the opposite view, namely, that light is a phenomenon of the
moving medium. As far as I know, the supporters of both Newton and Euler
recognized that each of these theories faced with certain difficulties, which were
absent in the other. Would not it be better to consider these views as complementary rather than opposite, as has been done so far, and thus bring together the
strong points of both in one hypothesis? " 9, p. 98.
This kind of insight does not exclude the romantic and dreamy magic, the
ability to see the invisible essence of natural phenomena, touch the productive
power of consciousness. "There is no Mind except the Nature; there is no Nature
except the Mind… " 2, p. 64. Hegel saw this worldview as the identity of the
subject and the object, but as an objectifying (the one which breaks the symmetry
of the identity towards God) identity. The era represented by the thinkers expressing its spirit did not pay any attention to the sobering warning of Kant: to
think does not yet mean to perceive, to be thought does not yet mean to be in existence. It is surprising that E. T. A. Hoffmann, relying on Kant’s ideas, could resist this
global craze of the European cultural world long before the positivism’s effort to
stop this unhindered speculative rally, and I'll try to prove this point in this very
article. Its task is twofold, and that is why the paper is divided into two parts.
The latter one is the principle part because it can be regarded as an argument in
favor of Hoffmann’s agreement with Kant's "Transcendental Doctrine of the
Elements": after all, the phrase in the title of article formulated by the philosopher in his "Transcendental Analytic” gets justification in “Transcendental Aesthetic". The very first part of the article is an introduction and is backed by the
full consistency of the two main parts of the "Critique of Pure Reason", namely
that "Transcendental Doctrine of Method" is strictly consistent with the "Transcendental Doctrine of Elements".
It is obvious that both to think of a subject and to learn a subject matter is not the
same thing, the same as to imagine the subject and know the subject is not the same
thing. "The opinion, — as this concept is defined by Kant, — is a conscious recognition of something as true, but it is insufficient both from a subjective and an objective sides", while the knowledge is "both subjectively and objectively sufficient
recognition of some proposition as true" A 822 / B 850.

1. Opinion and Knowledge
I am also born in Arcadia.
E. T. A. Hoffmann
The Life and Opinions of Tomcat Murr...3

To be born in Arcadia means to be born happy. Though Koenigsberg cannot
boast Mediterranean mildness of the climate and fertile soil, it does have its Arcadian advantages. No wonder Kant, who was born there, in his mature reflections found it ideal to bear a philosopher. However, the main arcadian advantage
of Konigsberg should be found in Kant himself: after him university overflows
with productive spiritual energy. Hence, the question naturally arises: does this
3 It’s the reference to the unfinished novel by Hoffmann “The Life and Opinions of Tomcat
Murr together with a Fragmentary Biography of Kapellmeister Johannes Kreisler on Random Sheets of Waste Paper” [6].
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Greek-Latin proverb, quoted by Tomcat Murr have a self-referencing sense,
whether Hoffmann applied it only to himself. Isn’t he himself a product of this
spiritual energy?
While trying to answer this question, it is useful to differentiate between
knowledge and opinion. Kant himself wrote that if there is not the slightest possibility to check a report (he refers to biblical miracles), then its content is more
than doubtful. It is quite a different case if the arguments in favor of a thesis can
be checked and verified. Even though checking references to true reality is a
very delicate task, but it was repeatedly proven not to be hopeless.
Kant had already been fifty-two when Hoffmann was born to see the light of
Koenigsberg sky. Many Koenigsberg citizens, who later became world famous,
were reared by Kant’s hands, the great professor of the Albertina, and the philosopher’s treatment was self-evident: it fostered their souls and minds. The
other thing is less clear, and each time it poses a special question: what was it
that each of the hundreds of students of Kant, including, of course, E. T. A. Hoffmann, took up from their teacher, how successful was upbringing and education
each time?
I dare to call a myth a strange statement that Professor Kant, whose lectures
Hoffmann had to listen to the university, had no impact on the young student.
This myth wanders from book to book, from one biographer of Hoffmann to another. A more advanced, or extreme, version of this myth is that Kant even remained a stranger to the writer and was in no way represented in his work,
unlike Schelling. It seems, however, that the myth is beginning to be questioned,
though timidly and half-heartedly. Begun is half done! Very often, it leads to a
remark in passing: who doesn’t know this?!
The biography of E. T. A. Hoffmann (the author of this interesting study of
the life and work of the great artist is R. Safranski), for example, treats the issue
rather ambivalently. At first, the book boldly states that "most likely, Hoffmann
never attended lectures of Kant" 8, p. 37. To declare this, one must, of course,
have a good reason, and Safranski hardly has any. At the end of the book, devoted to the study of Hoffmann’s legal practice, however, he comes to the conclusion that the advisor to the Court of Appeal and the member of the "Royal
Prussian immediate court of inquiry" "as a lawyer sided with Kant" 8, p. 334,
and directly refers to him as a "Kantian lawyer" 8, p. 337. Most likely, this contradiction made Safranski conclude that "only after graduation he (Hoffmann. —
L. K.) got interested in the philosophy of Kant, and it could not but influence
him" 8, p. 39. Hoffmann’s judgments on court cases really show him to be a
Kantian as a lawyer. However, Hoffmann’s creative work could serve as proof of
his good knowledge of the fundamental ideas of Kant's epistemology, ethics,
philosophy, religion and politics. Tomcat Murr pays his attention, for example,
to discussing the merits of the categorical imperative, giving moral assessment
to the behavior of his feline friends and the canine community. And Kant's aesthetics after the release of the "Critique of Judgment" in 1790 was widely discussed not only in Koenigsberg, but in all the intellectual community of Germany just at the time of Hoffmann’s student years. But we know that a lot more
than a lawyer, Hoffmann wanted to be a musician. He could not have ignored
the aesthetics of Kant, it was not possible in any way. The basics of worldview,
basic legal, philosophical and aesthetic concepts are most likely to have been laid
in the future government advisor, writer and composer in the university and
were enhanced later. Although none of the writer's diaries, no letters or other
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documents witnesses Hoffmann’s postgraduate study of the works of Kant, it
does not mean much. "Metaphysics of Morals" where Kant detailed his philosophical and legal views, was published only in 1798, when Hoffmann was transferred to the Berlin Court of Appeal, was actively engaged in law practice and
was taking his qualification exams. Introduction to a book was a good reason to
update the university knowledge. Moreover, each book by Kant became a cultural event. Even if the "Critique of Pure Reason" failed to become one, in 1788,
when Kant published his next "Critique...", the "Critique of Practical Reason", the
interest of German audience towards it was universal.
Of course, one must take into account the prevailing opinion that when
Hoffmann was one of Kant’s students, the latter did not enjoy giving lectures as
much as it happened in student years of Johann Gottfried Herder, and did not
stir, as he did before, rapid student enthusiasm. However, this is hardly the case:
Hoffmann was among those who felt such enthusiasm, which as can be seen in
his works. E. T. A. Hoffmann studied at the University in 1792—1794, but
76-year-old Kant quitted lecturing in 1796.
It is likely that Hoffmann-student was getting information and ideas of all
Kantianism and Kant’s morals metaphysics in particular, not only as a direct
visitor of Kant’s audience, but also from the manuscripts and abstracts of almost
every lecture of the great Professor which would spread wide among students at
that time. It is known that producing copies of these lectures by the end of Kant
professorship became a source of profit for some students of Albertina: these
notes had become quite a hot commodity. And this, by the way, is a happy circumstance for Kant’s researchers, because those records help to recreate the content of the courses taught by the great philosopher.
I'll try to shake the above-mentioned myth, if not bury it, and above all
I want to raise a question of where the legend came from. How did such an
opinion arise?
All biographers refer primarily to Theodor Gottlieb von Hippel — Hippel,
Jr., a nephew of the famous mayor of Koenigsberg, a writer and privy councilor,
a student and friend of Kant. Hippel Jr. was, in his turn, a close friend of Hoffmann, their communication lasted from childhood through his university years,
until the last days of the great artist. In his posthumous memoirs, T. von Hippel
wrote, "Hoffmann considered studying law... as a solution to quickly start to
earn a living and leave grandma's home. His soul was striving for art. What was
not relevant to the art or the law, to his livelihood in future (my italics. — L. K.) did
not interest him. He was choosing the most direct route to his goal. So he remained almost indifferent to Kant's lectures — he openly declared that he understood nothing, though the rule required that any student of University began
his studies with Kant's lectures on logic, metaphysics and ethics. It is easy to
guess that most of the students did not accept them and did not understand. The
most comprehensible of his lectures, in anthropology and physical geography,
were attended, as a rule, by only a few " 3, p. 39. Then it makes little sense to
talk about the attendance of his more complex, metaphysical cycle.
How to treat the above-given statements? It is not impossible to believe
Hippel, albeit it’s hard to trust his every word after his dubious evaluation of the
most popular and visited of Kant's courses, lectures in anthropology and physical geography. The following situation is entirely possible: Hoffmann, being absolutely frank with von Hippel, a friend of his student life, repeatedly complained about the difficulty of understanding Kant’s lectures, with the youthful
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maximalism he could even claim that he understood nothing. But didn’t he really?
Hippel himself said that, along with art, Hoffmann considered law as an area of
his deep interest, which was about to bring him practical benefits. Besides, law
was the traditional sphere of his family’s employment. The uncle (on his
mother’s side) who had been bringing Hoffmann up, did not excel in his legal
career, and nephew, perhaps even subconsciously, competed with him, and
treated him with irony. However, that required serious concentration over the
problems of law. After all, to compete meant to feel one’s ability. In-depth
knowledge in this field, constantly exhibited throughout the official career,
served Hoffmann without a fail in his public job, providing the undisputed authority among colleagues and superiors. Among the latter, however, up to a certain time.
Hippel’s statement about Hoffmann’s neglectful assessment of Kant’s lectures might pursue a certain goal. In his memoirs, he wanted to depict his friend
as loyal to the government as it was possible, considering the difficulties of two
or three last years of life of Hoffmann related to his participation in the political
trials of the so-called demagogues, advocates of conservation of liberal legal and
political institutions of Napoleon in times of restoration. Even the most "notorious" of demagogues, contrary to the wishes of the government, were courageously and legally perfectly defended by the writer, who had been appointed
by the King’s Bill an advisor to the "Royal Prussian immediate court of inquiry".
Finally, because of persistence in disputes with the government, Hoffmann himself was declared a demagogue and underwent investigation, initiated by Director of Police K. von Kamptz and supported by the King.
The demagogues were supporters of political freedom and, as a rule, Kantians, so such a reputation was little help for Hoffmann and von Hippel made
every effort to whitewash his friend, even after his death. Should he have been a
Hegelian, it would have been a different story. There was no reason for Von
Hippel, a counselor of Earl K. A. Hardenberg, the State Chancellor of Prussia, to
be regarded as the most intimate friend of a convinced Kantian, so he tried his
best to protect Hoffmann from the official administrative persecution.
The legend may appear as a consequence of well-known anecdote at the beginning of the cycle of short stories, "Serapion Brothers." No reader of Hoffmann
can ignore it, and it is precisely about the attitude towards Kant. In a text, moreover in that of fiction, everything depends on the understanding and readiness
of the reader to understand the author, i. e., to analyze, to compare the text, to
appreciate it as a whole. Although every brother who tells his short story or a
fairy tale, is a replica of a particular historical figure out of the number of people
close to Hoffmann, in relation to whom he had to be very careful and tactful,
these images are not anyway documental but imaginary ones, and they are
played with by the author, who implements his own plan, showing irony, grotesque or some other artistic liberties towards them and their judgments.
So, first comes an anecdote told by Cyprian, one of the "Serapions". By the
way, I want to mention here that it is the author himself who stands behind this
name in the "Serapion Brothers". This character was involved in a conversation
about how possible it could be for friends to get back into the stream of the previous relationship of complete unity of interests and mutual trust after twelve
years of separation, to common understanding of life and people, unanimous
contempt for the philistines, to that sense of radiant joy and happiness that they
had received primarily from communicating with each other. Are there any
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former friends who are true to romantic goals and attitudes in spite of the clearly
different life experience, which affected everyone? Formidable historical storm
swept over them during that time, and the kind of mark it left on each of them is
still an open question. The character provides two examples of responses to time
circumstances people can show, giving each its assessment. However, the big
question is whether the narrator gives the same assessment to the stories as the
author himself.
Let’s refer to the contents of the narrated story: “But it seems to me, — Cyprian began his speech, that if we managed to get into the old road, we could
show in the clearest way (my italics. — L. K.) our philistine tendencies”. It reminds
me of a famous anecdote about the two philosophers, but, it certainly requires a
more detailed retelling.
There were two students in the University of Koenigsberg, let’s call them
Sebastian and Ptolemy. Both fervently engaged themselves in the study of Kant's
philosophy and undertook daily heated debates about this or that provision.
One day, during such a philosophical dispute, the minute when Sebastian struck
Ptolemy with one of the strongest arguments, and he opened his mouth to contradict him, their conversation was interfered and stopped, and then life took
them apart and the two could no longer see each other. Twenty years passed,
and one day, Ptolemy, walking along a street in B-town... happened to see a man
in front of him, whom he recognized as his friend Sebastian. Immediately, he ran
to him, grabbed him by the shoulders, and barely had the man time to turn
around, when Ptolemy shouted, "So, you insist that…", and then started again
the conversation interrupted twenty years ago. Sebastian, in his turn, began to
support the arguments he held earlier in Koenigsberg; their dispute lasted an
hour, then another hour, they were roaming, and finally got hot and tired, they
decided to leave the matter to the discretion of Kant, but, unfortunately, had forgotten that they both were in the B-town... and the old man Immanuel had been
resting in peace for many years. This impressed both of them so much that they
parted, and never met again in their lives. This story, in which the most important thing is that it actually happened (my italics. — L. K.), is able to incur very sad
thoughts, — continues Cyprian with an assessment part of his speech. — I, at
least, cannot think without horror of such terrible philistinism, and for me even
funnier incident is the one that had occurred with an old advisor, whom I visited
after returning here. He received me very kindly, but I noticed in his manner
some tension, strange and incomprehensible to me, until finally, while walking
together this good-natured person addressed me with a touching request to put
on my old powdered wig and a gray hat again, because otherwise he could not
convince himself that he saw his former Cyprian. With this request, he wiped
the sweating forehead hard, and good-naturedly begged me not to get angry
with his desire" 4, p. 11—12.
Can the reader agree with both assessments made by Cyprian? Not only can,
but in most cases, does. It is highly possible not to notice the irony of Hoffmann,
which even turns to grotesque, and accept the whole argument at face value. It is
difficult to make, and yet how often seemingly difficult turns out to be the easiest! The reader may well agree with strangeness and unusual behavior of the
two friends, not at all qualifying it as philistine.
Isn’t it obvious that the evaluation of two stories made by Cyprian is deliberately inadequate? Is consistency in interests and beliefs to be called philistinism, while the routine and resistance to something new, at least in appearance
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and clothes — just funny? In my opinion, it is most clearly proved that these assessments should be turned. Terrible philistinism, causing consternation from
one thought about it, is seen in the spiritual enthusiasm of two people with a
complex problem, such problems being the essence of their characters. For them
moving even little forward in addressing the issue was even more important
than any conventions and external conditions. Ptolemy did not hesitate in his
belief that Sebastian at heart remains exactly the same as he had been when we
parted twenty years ago. And he was right! What role could be played here by
those external changes, especially in clothing, which of course took place over
such a long term by the standards of human life?
These circumstances call a normal person for an approval, if not delight and
admiration for the greatness of characters that recognize their spiritual relationship and unwavering loyalty to the truth and high ideals of Kant's philosophy.
Apparently, this is a common feature of all genuine Kantians who have already
lived during past two hundred years in different places of the globe.
No wonder the second anecdote is given by a storyteller as funny, an ambivalent evaluation, which could serve as both an approval and reproof. An absurdity in something can be fun, and it is exactly what we deal with here. Patronizing lenience to an old advisor could be seen in every word about him: he
himself and his begging were good-natured, his request was touching. The evaluation of this situation as funny, while the first one was named terrible, undoubtedly plays a role of the text irony indicator.
Actually, both anecdotes felt autobiographical and true. Hardly anyone
could share with Hoffmann observation of this kind. Only an immediate participant of these two meetings with a twenty (!) years’ gap could draw attention to
the fact that the conversation got back to the issues agitating the friends in their
student days. It is natural; it can hardly happen any other way. First, it comes to
how much has happened since the friends were together, and discussed interesting subject right at the time when they parted for the time which turned to be so
long. E. T. A. Hoffmann, apparently, was a participant of both stories. He would
experience the difference of the two meetings: one with a classmate at the Albertina, the other with a relative. An old counselor could well be his uncle, a senior
advisor to the tribunal in Berlin, who had already retired when Hoffmann returned there for the second and final time. A hint of a nephew who could be
hardly recognized turned into an element of fiction. Hoffmann is well-known for
his ability to bring most common household facts to grotesque. Autobiographical character of presented events, as it is quite likely to be the case, contradicts
the tales of Hoffmann’s indifference to Kant’s ideas and inspires to consider the
student’s interests of the writer.
However, there is another event which did not serve in favor of Hoffmann
and it is not unnoticed by his biographers. In February 1804 he came to Koenigsberg for three days (from 13 to 15 February), which coincided with the death of
Kant, although the writer was visiting to say goodbye to Dora the Hutt, his teenage romance. He did not visit Kant's coffin. An opponent to all ostentation, and
besides, generally unwilling to make his visit public, Hoffman in these days of
the official fuss and hustle, apparently, did not find a possibility to pay his last
tribute to the professor. There could be some other reasons apart from indifference mentioned very often in first place.
In general, Kant is treated with a respectfully reverent attitude in Germany,
while Hoffmann is accepted more than remotely throughout the nineteenth cen-
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tury. This very emotionally different assessment could lead to the opposition of
one to the other. However, the increasingly obvious fact of the wide presence of
the great philosopher's ideas in the works of E. T. A. Hoffmann makes them inexorably close to each other.
2. The short story “The Sandman” in Kant’s epistemology
Vita incerta — mors certissima4

E. T. A. Hoffmann appears in his works as a fairly sophisticated epistemologist. The suggestion that he was familiar with the text of the chapter "The
Ground of the Distinction of All Objects into Phenomena and Noumena» together with its annex, which is called "The Amphiboly of Concepts of Reflection:
Arising From The Confusion of The Empirical with the Transcendental Employment of Understanding” from the second edition of the "Critique of Pure
reason " is not at all justified. The writer was also familiar with the mechanism of
transcendental reflection, without which, according to Kant, we are unable to distinguish between authentic phenomena of real life, hard facts and objects of fantasy, which are not found anywhere else, except in the minds of people, especially of fictional characters. Transcendental reflection is a necessary ability of a
person to register and account for the conditions under which our consciousness
obtained certain concepts and images, and what cognitive abilities at the same
time we used, and how they interacted. Aren’t we always fully under the control
of the Pure reason alone? State of mind, which can’t distinguish between the
word and the reality, typical for archaic period of its existence, as well as the inability of children to distinguish between their fantasy and reality, is devoid of
even the transcendental reflection mandatory for correct navigation in the
world. We must be able to distinguish between the world-as-it-seems from the
real world, and the inability to do so could even be deadly.
The problem of the need to navigate the world of phenomena and noumena
is the subject of a special analysis in Hoffmann’s short story "The Sandman"
from the book "Night Tales". The romantic story is given by Hoffman to the
reader to soberly evaluate romantic worldview and its possible consequences.
The exposition of all the events in the story is given in the epistolary style, so
popular in the 18th century. A student named Nathanael writes a letter to his
friend Lothar, which mistakenly falls into the hands of Lothar's half-sister Clara,
Nathanael’s beloved, who is almost engaged to him. The letter alarmed her so
much that she found it necessary to reply. And with this new letter to a friend
the character hastens to reassure both him and Clara, understanding, that Lothar
would share the message with his sister so she would know everything, as was
the case with the first letter.
Nathanael is depicted as an impressionable man, prone to fantasizing and
reflection, his vivid imagination spurred by emotions, inner spiritual life absorbing all his mind, with sober perception of the world disappearing completely.
Character’s emotional imbalance, being a hereditary trait, got momentum with
the children's fear of a "Sandman" who, in his mother’s threat, could appear if
children failed to go to bed. This trauma played a tragic role in Nathanael’s life.
Children's phobias are a serious matter. Wild imagination makes the child lite4

Life if false, but death is the one which is true (Lat.).
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rally freeze. It brought about his overpowering interest in reading chilling stories of the Kobold, witches, dwarves, dead people, blood-suckers... And even his
mother’s attempts who noticed this and tried to soothe his son ("My child, there
is no Sandman,... when I say that the Sandman is coming, it only means that
your eyelids are getting heavy and you cannot open the eyes, as if sand was
sprinkled into them" [7, p. 98]), had no effect. Quite contrary, a terrible image
found reinforcement in real heavy steps heard along the stairs: a late visitor
came to his father to engage in alchemical experiments which require, as you
know, complete secrecy. But the boy did not know that, and when he found it
out, his fears didn’t disappear but rather grew wildly. Guest, as it turned out,
sometimes appeared at lunch and in the afternoon, but it gave him some sort of
morbid pleasure to frighten children and enjoy their fear. When his image got
strongly linked in his mind to his father's death (he was killed by an explosion
during an alchemical experiment), Nathanael’s shock every time at voluntary or
involuntary reappearance of the Sandman’s image in his mind could turn fatal.
Another city and classes at the University distracted and calmed Nathanael.
He enthusiastically engaged himself in poetic experiments (inclination to poetry
and excited emotions go hand in hand), but having such a nature it could not
but happened that a lenses, glasses and telescopes trader looked like his father's
guest, the Sandman, to him. The peace was lost. Ordinary life was distorted.
Imagination went wild: the pictures of accomplished terrorist act, as we would
say today, one worse than the other relentlessly pursued him.
And then came the moment of the exchange of letters, which has already
been mentioned. Oh, if only Nathanael had not been so self-assured with all his
emotional agitation, could his male arrogance have allowed him to listen to
Clara’s words, understand and acknowledge that she was right? And she wrote
her beloved: "I'll tell you frankly, I think that all these terrible and horrible
things, as you say, only happened in your soul, and that the real external world
had very little to do with it. <…> This is a phantom of our own "I" whose inner
affinity with us and profound impact on our soul plunges us into hell and lifts
us to heaven " 7, p. 106—107.
The contradiction in the world perception revealed itself with amplitude unexpected to Nathanael but absolutely obvious to the author of the novella. The
characters’ names were not chosen at random — they expressed their human essence, and at the same time the essence of the consequent conflict: the name Nathanael could be a compound word — giving birth to the spirits, while Clara —
clear, understanding everything and shedding light … As if Hoffmann was saying
that it had been a healthy life instinct which brought Nathanael to Clara, and if
he had understood himself right, he would have had a fruitful life.
Exchange of letters was just a preamble to the events that were developing
rapidly. The habit of Nathanael to take imaginary for real was easily complemented with the ability to turn desired into actual.
It happened so that the character managed to see a beautiful girl, supposedly the daughter of the famous professor Spalanzani in the opposite window
with a telescope purchased from the pseudo-Sandman. The beautiful creature
slowly began to excite a burning curiosity with her dreamy stillness. Nathanael
seemed to see her profound romantic nature; he wanted to meet the girl. Fortunately, the professor suddenly decided to give a reception, and Nathanael was
invited along with people from the university and the city's famous townsfolk.
His dream came true; he met the girl and immediately began to cite his own
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verses. Clara, when she heard his works, approved of them, but at the same time
always expressed critical judgments and suggested options for improving them.
Here, throughout the evening he had stayed by a magnificent listener till the
time when almost all were gone, and the lights were being put out the lights in
the halls. As soon as he stopped reciting to take another breath, he heard only
one single excited word: "Aaah”. There were neither curious, snide looks at him,
nor even laughs in his address, which sometimes Clara could allow. After the
evening when Spalanzani invited him to the reception, Nathanael became a frequent visitor to the professor, and spent almost every night in his house. Each
meeting was a detailed replica of the first: Nathanael took a great pleasure listening to this encouraging "aaah." The image of Clara was absolutely blown away
from his mind, replaced with a new one.
The desire to propose to his beloved Olympia occurred pretty soon. Intending to settle everything, Nathanael found a ring of his mother and went to the
professor to make a gift to his beloved "as a symbol of his affection, and new,
blossoming life together” 7, p. 125.
Running up the stairs, the character heard clattering, clinking of broken
glass, thudding accompanied by cursing and swearing coming from cabinet
Spalanzani’s room. He was already able to distinguished shouts:
— Dishonest villain, I have put all my life into her!
— Ha-ha-ha! I made her eyes!
— But I made the winding mechanism!
— Goddamn rascal! Let me go!
— Satan! Bastard! Get away!
The door of the room opened, and the young man saw the professor and his
disgusting Sandman who were jerking and literally tearing apart his Olympia.
Nathanael was dumbfounded. Then the Sandman pulled the doll out of the
Spalanzani’s hands, and, dragging his prey, ran down the stairs and disappeared.
Rage possessed Nathanael, and blind with anger, he rushed to the professor
and "would have strangled him if it were not for the people who ran to them.
Madness caught him with its burning claws and penetrated into the soul, tearing
his thoughts and feelings » [7, p. 126]. Raging, emitting bestial howls the young
man was tied up and taken to asylum.
Thanks to the care of doctors, relatives, and especially Clara, Nathanael
came back to normal and gradually became the same. However, the tragic outcome of the history was not to be avoided. Nathanael, who had realized that
Clara was his happiness, finally decided to cast in his life with her and move to
his estate. Wishing to bid farewell to the town, they rise to the Town Hall Tower,
he took from a notorious telescope from his pocket, the one which was previously mentioned, to view the surrounding mountains, but his look fell on the
area under their feet. And... oh, horror! Among the people beneath he saw his
Sandman. His mind suddenly went dizzy, Clara turned into a scary doll and, if
not prevented, he would have pushed her down from the tower. Though Nathanael himself could not keep steady.
***
The short novel "The Sandman" is a perfect illustration to many pages of
Kant’s "Critique of Pure Reason." Such works of Hoffmann as "The Devil’s Eli-
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xirs", "Serapion Brothers", in various forms treat acute epistemological problems
relevant to both pre-Kantian philosophy and the philosophy of transcendental
idealism. Everything written by Hoffmann brings certain tinges to the question
of distinguishing between real and imaginable. Considering this, I am able to say
that well-known world-duality of Ernst Theodor Amadeus Hoffmann rests on
the Kantian dualism. Fantasy world of subjective visions is correlated by "postromantic" Hoffmann in a Kantian way with the empirical reality, which outs off
any subjectivity. Factual and fictional are intertwined in his works, but they are
never identified — ultimately the reality and fantasy take their own placement.
So, with a skillful hand the writer piles phantasmagoric scenes in a fairy tale
"Royal Bride", perplexing and confusing an unsophisticated reader, where the
romantic style and methods of romantic text-building play with all the colors of
a “vegetation” rainbow, but at the end the author reports that the tale is built on
a true story learnt from the newspapers: the owner of a vegetable plot plucked
out a carrot and found a gold ring with a stunning diamond in it, through which
the carrot grew. Immediately the imagination was triggered and the author
sparked the characters of the tale. However, unlike Nathanael, the fairy-tale
characters could harness their imagination and the ending was equally happy to
the event which inspired the story. Hoffmann is didactic while concluding the
tale: "Let salamanders be quick-tempered, sylphs be light-headed, undines be
amorous and passionate, and gnomes — evil and treacherous, it is something to
put up with… If one once surrenders to one of these creatures, they will be able
to make a human look different. Even worse, they will drag you in their kingdom, from which you will never be able to get back to the surface " 5, p. 212.
The fact that in Hoffmann’s world-duality one of the worlds is always a reality in its flesh and blood, and the other one is the world of fantasy, serving as a
criterion for assessing the reality of the world as an ideal, or, on the contrary,
anti-ideal, distinguishes the artistic method of Hoffmann from a romantic one
and prevents from identifying Hoffmann as a romantic. N. Berkovsky points at
this, from his point of view, strange thing: "One of the ironies of history is that
Hoffmann, the one who implemented the principles of German romanticism the
best, was reluctantly accepted as equal by the very German romantics» 1,
p. 426. This paradox mentioned by Berkovsky can be explained just by the fact
that Hoffmann, completely free in terms of all the romantic devices, ironically
played with them. At the core of his philosophy, he was not a romantic, and they
felt it. Having the opportunity to learn from the Romantics, Hoffmann was not
fond of extreme idealism. Since the times of his youth he was soberly critical to
the world around him, knew the value of the reality, and was able to appreciate
it. It was not a single time when his hand wrote a line like this: “I may be lucky,
like a good portrait painter, to aptly grasp some faces that you would find recognizable even without knowing the original, and you would even think that
you had seen these people with your own eyes. And maybe then, my reader,
would you believe that there is nothing more wonderful and insane than the actual real life... " 7, p. 111.
From his very first steps Hoffmann was valued as a master of belles-lettres,
though there always were those who could acknowledge significance of his profound thought. Though there were many such people in Russia, of which we
could not but mention V. Belinsky, F. Dostoevsky and V. Soloviev, Germany, of
course, saw a wider audience.
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